Abstract-In this paper, a low-complexity and low-memory entropy coder (LLEC) is proposed for image compression. The two key elements in the LLEC are zerotree coding and Golomb-Rice (G-R) codes. Zerotree coding exploits the zerotree structure of transformed coefficients for higher compression efficiency. G-R codes are used to code the remaining coefficients in a variable-length codes/variable-length integer manner resulting in JPEG similar computational complexity. The proposed LLEC does not use any Huffman table, significant/insignificant list, or arithmetic coding, and therefore its memory requirement is minimized with respect to any known image entropy coder. In terms of compression efficiency, the experimental results show that discrete cosine transform (DCT)-and discrete wavelet transform (DWT)-based LLEC outperforms baseline JPEG and embedded zerotree wavelet coding (EZW) at the given bit rates, respectively. For example, LLEC outperforms baseline JPEG by an average of 2.2 dB on the Barbara image and is superior to EZW by an average of 0.2 dB on the Lena image. When compared with set partition in hierarchical trees, LLEC is inferior by 0.3 dB, on average, for both Lena and Barbara. In addition, LLEC has other desirable features, such as parallel processing support, region of interest coding, and as a universal entropy coder for DCT and DWT.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT impressive advance in image compression is mainly attributed to two aspects: these are transform techniques followed by entropy coding of transformed coefficients, respectively. Discrete cosine transform (DCT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are still the dominant transform techniques applied to current applications, although linear phase perfect reconstruction filterbanks (LPPRFB) [1] is sometimes used. On entropy coding, static Huffman codes have been essentially used in most popular compression standards such as JPEG [2] , MPEG-1/2 [3] , [4] , MPEG-4 [5] - [7] and H261/3 [8] , [9] . In the quest for higher compression efficiency, arithmetic coding has been applied to DCT and DWT. There are several representatives of such state-of-the-art coders, namely embedded zerotree DCT coding (EZDCT) [10] , [11] , embedded zerotree coding in hierarchical DCT (EZHDCT) [12] , embedded zerotree wavelet coding (EZW) [13] , set partition in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) [14] , zerotree entropy coding (ZTE) Y. K. Chan is with the Department of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China (e-mail: csykchan@cityu.edu.hk).
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[ 15] , and embedded block coding with optimized truncation (EBCOT) [16] . These coders provide very high compression efficiency in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) versus required bits-per-pixel (bpp). The disadvantage of these coders is higher computational complexity and additional memory requirement. The higher computational complexity and additional memory requirement of arithmetic coder over the Huffman entropy coder is an extra burden when it has been pointed out that even static Huffman tables can be a bottleneck in hardware implementation [17] . In fact, the computational complexity and memory requirement are important constraints in many image compression applications. This is especially true for mass-market consumer products, such as printers or digital cameras, with the need to maintain low cost. It is the intention of this paper to propose the LLEC coder that has competitive compression efficiency and yet requires lower computational complexity and lower memory than most coders resulting in lower cost implementation. The proposed LLEC has two key elements: zerotree coding (ZTC) and Golomb-Rice (G-R) codes [18] , [19] . ZTC exploits the zerotree structure of transformed coefficients for higher compression efficiency. The remaining transformed coefficients are coded in a JPEG variable length codes/variable length integer (VLC/VLI) manner. However, G-R codes are used instead of JPEG Huffman tables resulting in low complexity and low memory. This is because G-R codes were known to be extremely simple to implement both in software and hardware [20] , [21] . Furthermore, LLEC only involves FS (fundamental sequence) in G-R codes (G-R_FS) without the need for using sample splitting [19] or parameter estimation [21] . As such, it is truly a low complexity and low memory entropy coder with competitive compression performance.
A summary of features of the proposed LLEC is listed as follows:
1) G-R codes are used instead of Huffman coding or arithmetic coding, so the computational complexity is significantly reduced.
2) The memory requirement is minimized because LLEC does not require any statistical In terms of usage, LLEC can be applied to DCT and LPPRFB directly as both transformation schemes are typically blockbased. It can also be taken as the entropy coder for DWT after reorganizing its coefficients into transformed blocks [1] , [22] . In this paper, we focus our attention on still grayscale image coding, but it should be noted that LLEC is also applicable to color images or video coding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a detailed description on LLEC by ZTC, coding of remaining coefficients, algorithmic description, and computational complexity/memory requirement. The description of ZTC is straightforward. The coding of the remaining coefficients is illustrated with coefficient bucketing, category statistical characteristics and G-R codes. Section III provides the experimental results and performance comparisons. The conclusions are presented in the last section.
II. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF LLEC
In this section, LLEC is presented in terms of ZTC, coding of remaining coefficients, algorithmic description, and computational complexity/memory requirement. ZTC exploits the zerotree structure of transformed coefficients to reduce the number of bits required to represent these zerotrees. The coding of the remaining coefficients is described through two components: G-R_FS and VLI. Algorithmic description of LLEC is then provided. The last subsection provides a brief analysis of its computational complexity and memory requirement.
A. ZTC
ZTC is a proven technique for coding DCT/DWT coefficients because of its superior compression performance [10] - [15] . A data structure called zerotree structure was introduced in ZTC both for DCT [10] , [12] and DWT [13] , [14] . The zerotree structure takes advantage of the principle that if the quantized coefficient at coarse scale is insignificant, then all coefficients on the same orientation at the same spatial location at finer scale are also likely to be insignificant. ZTC is used to reduce the number of bits required to represent these zerotrees.
The zerotree structure used in LLEC is shown in Fig. 1 . The significant/insignificant decision is made depending on whether a quantized coefficient is zero or nonzero. All zerotrees are extracted and coded by ZTC. The coefficient scanning, tree growing, and coding are done in one pass instead of multiple passes on a bit-plane-by-bit-plane basis such as is used in EZW and SPIHT.
B. Coding of Remaining Coefficients
This subsection attempts to highlight how the remaining coefficients are structured and coded by the following parts: coefficient bucketing, category statistical characteristics, and G-R codes. Coefficient bucketing is used to break down the remaining coefficients into two separate components as Category and VLI for higher compression efficiency. The desirable statistical characteristics of Category are then given. Finally, the simplicity and efficiency of G-R codes for coding Category is illustrated. 
1) Coefficient Bucketing:
One of the most efficient techniques as used in JPEG is to partition the quantized coefficients into different buckets, resulting in JPEG VLC/VLI [2] . Coefficient separation into two components enables higher compression efficiency to be achieved than the straightforward coding of quantized coefficients alone. Table I is an example of the bucketing strategy used in JPEG. There are two columns in Table I , referred to as Category and its associated coefficient values. The bits required to locate a coefficient in the coefficient bucket are indicated by its associated Category (JPEG-VLI). In JPEG, Category is coded using Huffman tables and is known as JPEG-VLC. This coefficient bucketing technique is also used in LLEC for coding the remaining coefficients. However, the JPEG-VLC part is replaced by G-R codes, resulting in low complexity and low memory, while the LLEC-VLI part is still the same as JPEG-VLI.
2) Category Statistical Characteristics: As stated in the previous paragraph, the remaining coefficients are decomposed into two separate components as Category and VLI. It is intended to show that Category has a very desirable probability distribution that is closely approximated by the probability distribution ( ) regardless of quantization step and transform scheme (DCT or DWT) used.
For a better description on the statistical characteristics of Category, two mathematical measurements are introduced: entropy and standard deviation. Entropy is the average code length per symbol. It provides a fundamental lower bound for the compression that can be achieved for that source. Therefore, the entropy is a very convenient measure of the performance of a coding scheme. The standard deviation measures the spread or dispersion of the probability distribution. If the distribution of a source is tightly clustered about its mean value, then the standard deviation will be small. On the other hand, it will be large whenever its probability is spread out over a wide interval.
The following two experiments attempt to show that the probability distribution of Category is highly invariant to different quantization steps and across transform schemes by a small standard deviation of its entropy. Furthermore, the resulting probability distribution from test images approximates closely to ( ). This approximation is validated by their respective entropy values. In both experiments, the test image is grayscale Lena image. The uniform deadzone quantization [23] is applied. The quantization step ( ) is set from 10 to 50, which covers a wide range of useful decompressed image quality. The deadzone width is set to be 40% larger than that the regular stepsize because this deadzone setting consistently provides good compression efficiency that is highly invariant to different quantization steps and across DWT [24] and DCT transforms.
Experiment One (DCT): Do DCT on the Lena image; Using different quantization steps to quantize the DCT coefficients; The bucketing strategy showed in Table I is applied to the remaining coefficients. The probability distribution of Category is listed in Table II(a). The resulting average entropy of Category is 1.88 and the standard deviation is 0.057.
Experiment Two (DWT): Do six-scale wavelet decomposition on the Lena image using 9-7 biorthogonal spline filters of Daubechies [25] ; Using different quantization steps to quantize the DWT coefficients; The same bucketing strategy is applied to the remaining coefficients. The probability distribution of Category is listed in Table II(b). The resulting average entropy of Category is 1.81 and the standard deviation is 0.050.
It can be seen that the entropy of Category for both DCT and DWT is only a few percent difference to the entropy of ( ) when . From the entropy of Category and its small standard deviation, we can concluded that the probability distribution of Category is highly invariant to different quantization steps and across transform schemes. Furthermore, the resulting probability distribution from the test image is closely approximated by ( ). Similar statistical characteristics have also been obtained on other test images, such as the Barbara and Airplane images.
3) G-R Codes: When computational complexity and memory requirement is not an issue, Category is best coded with arithmetic coding to highest achievable compression efficiency. But in applications where very low complexity is a primary consideration, arithmetic coding may not be an affordable option. G-R codes were well known due to the JPEG-LS standard on lossless and near-lossless compression of continuous-tone still images [20] , [21] . Despite being extremely simple to implement both in software and hardware, the coding performance of the G-R coding technique proposed in [20] proved to be, in practice, within a few percent of some more complex arithmetic-coding-based techniques for lossless and near-lossless image compression [21] .
The two major components of G-R codes are the fundamental sequence (FS) and sample splitting. FS is a comma code with the property that a value has a corresponding codeword that is made up of zeros followed by a "1." Because each codeword is uniquely defined by simply knowing its input value, codebooks are not required. FS is optimal for coding source with the probability distribution of ( ). Sample splitting is a technique that assumes that the least significant bits for an input are random, and therefore, cannot be compressed. For bits data, the remaining -most significant bits are coded using FS code. The sample splitting in JPEG-LS is performed using parameter estimation.
From the statistical characteristics of Category in Experiment One and Two, it can be easily found that G-R_FS can be applied to code Category efficiently without the need to further use sample splitting or parameter estimation.
In order to measure the G-R_FS coding efficiency for Category, we define code efficiency as the ratio (1) where is the entropy of a source and is the average code length for the coding scheme. In this case, is the entropy of Category. The average code length ( ) using G-R_FS can be obtained from (2) where is the Category probability of and is its corresponding FS code length.
From Table II , we can obtained that % and %. Therefore, the coding efficiency of G-R_FS on Category is 98.4% for both DCT and DWT.
C. Algorithmic Description of LLEC
Before performing LLEC, a simple DPCM scheme (relative dc current dc previous dc) is applied to decorrelate the neighboring dc coefficients or LL subband. The detailed algorithmic description of LLEC encoder operating on a transformed block is given in Fig. 2 . There are two main functions: ZeroTree_Coding() and G-R_FS() that perform ZTC and G-R_FS/VLI, respectively. The decoding procedure is even simpler than encoding and will not be presented in here.
In the following, a simple example will be used to highlight the LLEC procedure. Consider the simple three-scale transform of an block, the array of coefficient values is shown in Fig. 3 . The processing of LLEC operating on this coefficient block is listed as follows: -
The above example operates in a recursive manner. The processing of -_ is explicitly stated above. The processing of -_ , -_ and -_ can be referred to how -_ is processed. The operating procedures of _ , _ and _ are not shown in here. Readers interested in the necessary details can refer to how _ is processed in the above example.
D. Computational Complexity and Memory Requirement
In terms of computational complexity, LLEC is similar to JPEG entropy coding and lower than EZW and SPIHT. In LLEC, ZTC's computational complexity is comparable to JPEG run length coding. For the remaining coefficients, LLEC performs straightforward coding by G-R_FS and VLI while JPEG performs Huffman table lookup and VLI. When compared with EZW and SPIHT, LLEC has lower computational complexity. This is because the coefficient scanning, tree growing, and coding in LLEC are done in one pass instead of multiple passes on a bit-plane-by-bit-plane basis such as is used in EZW and SPIHT and some of their versions involved in extra arithmetic coding.
When comparing memory requirement, we know that in JPEG or MPEG-1/2, there are at least two Huffman tables (for luminance and chrominance, respectively) with the longest codeword length of 16-bit. This longest codeword length has been reduced to 12-bit in MPEG-4 and H.263 . For EZW and SPIHT, even without arithmetic coding, the memory requirement doubling the image size is necessary for saving significant/insignificant lists. If arithmetic coding is needed, extra memory will be necessary. However, LLEC does not require any Huffman table, significant/insignificant list or arithmetic coding, so its memory requirement is minimized.
In terms of uniformity in processing logic, LLEC deals with relative dc's and ac's in a uniform manner. Furthermore, this uniform manner is maintained for coding chrominance components. In comparison, JPEG deals with relative dc's and ac's in two different passes. The number of passes is further compounded for coding color images.
In summary, the computational complexity of LLEC is similar to JPEG entropy coding and lower than EZW and SPIHT. Its memory requirement is minimized with respect to any known image entropy coder. LLEC is further superior to JPEG in terms of uniformity of processing logic. Therefore, LLEC is truly a low computational complexity and low memory entropy coder.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
LLEC has been tested on standard grayscale Lena and Barbara images with DCT and DWT for compression performance. The size of DCT block is set to . In DWT, 7/9 taps Daubechies filters [25] with six-scale decomposition are utilized resulting in reorganized DWT coefficient block size of . The uniform deadzone quantization is applied to both DCT and DWT for uniformity without any further optimization. The deadzone width is set to be 40% larger than that the regular stepsize. The image quality is measured by PSNR which is computed from the actually decoded images.
A. LLEC With DCT
The PSNR results of DCT-based LLEC at different bit rates for Lena and Barbara images are given in Table III . For comparison purpose, LLEC versus baseline JPEG (using default Huffman table) and JPEG-O (using adaptive Huffman coding) are also tabulated. 1 In Table III , it can be seen that DCT-based LLEC consistently outperforms JPEG and JPEG-O. It is superior to JPEG by 1.0 dB on Lena image and 2.2 dB on the Barbara image on average. Comparing to JPEG-O, LLEC gains an average of 0.6 dB on Lena image and 1.7 dB on the Barbara image.
B. LLEC With DWT
The coding performance of DWT-based LLEC at different bit rates for both the Lena and Barbara images is listed in Table IV. In Table IV , LLEC is compared with EZW (with arithmetic coding) and SPIHT (six-scale decomposition with binary output). 2 Table IV shows that LLEC exceeds EZW by an average of 0.2 dB for the Lena image and 0.1 dB for the Barbara image, respectively. When compared with SPIHT, LLEC is inferior by 0.3 dB on average for both the Lena and Barbara images.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a low-complexity and low-memory entropy coder is proposed for image compression. The two key elements in LLEC are zerotree coding and G-R codes. ZTC exploits the zerotree structure of the transformed coefficients for higher compression efficiency. G-R codes instead of Huffman codes are used to code the remaining coefficients in a G-R_FS/VLI manner resulting in low complexity and low memory. The experimental results show that the compression efficiency of DCT-and DWT-based LLEC outperforms baseline JPEG and EZW and is slightly inferior to SPIHT. In terms of computational complexity, LLEC is similar to JPEG entropy coding and lower than EZW and SPIHT. Its memory requirement is minimized with respect to any known image entropy coder. LLEC is further superior to JPEG in uniformity of processing logic. In addition, LLEC has other desirable features such as parallel processing support, ROI coding and as a universal entropy coder for DCT and DWT.
